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SUMMARY 

 

The main schemes and models of landslide processes in Chernivtsi region of Ukraine in the soils 

composed mainly of Neogene age clay have been identified. Three main schemes and corresponding 

models of sliding process development mechanisms ("slip", "flow", "cut") can be distinguished within the 

territory of the Chernivtsi region Polevetskyy (2009). Mathematical modelling of the Neogene clay slope 

„cut“ slide slip surface formation mechanism has been performed. Stability index is changing from 1.31 

to 0.92 depending on the length of formed slip surface. Accordingly, the physical-mechanical 

characteristics of the slopes soil are decreased and the value of the landslide pressure is increased in the 

course of the cycle development. Slope engineering protection is carried out at one of the stages of this 

sequence, which accordingly increases the period of the cycle of landslides development. It should be 

noted that the existing methods of engineering geological surveys cannot at this time clearly determine 

whether the slide surface was completely formed for cut slides, or to fix their manifestations. Since the 

slopes of the area, as a rule, are already complicated by flow or slip slides. In order to prevent „cut“slopes 

manifestations it is very important to identify sites on the slope surface where there is formed slip surface 

and to take appropriate actions for their stabilization.In order to prevent „cut“ slopes manifestations it is 

very important to identify sites on the slope surface where there is formed slip surface and to take 

appropriate actions for their stabilization. 
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Introduction 

 

Over 90% of the territory of Ukraine has complex soil conditions. Chernivtsi region is the smallest among 

25 regions of Ukraine (its area is 1,3% of the whole territory of the country). Nevertheless, the landslides 

are significant there. There are approximately 1600 landslide sites. That is more than 9% of the territory 

(the highest factor in Ukraine). Landslides occupy more than 1500 ha of Chernivtsi city that is 10% of the 

city area. Local seismological station registers nearly 110-130 seismic events per year. 70-80% of the 

above events occurs within 100 km radius and are of 2-4 earthquake intensity. Chernivtsi region belongs 

to the area of intensive heavy rains. Some rains last up to 7 hours and amount of precipitations can reach a 

month and a half norm. These anomaly parameters were connected with the complex influence of natural 

and technogenic factors: crossing the slopes of dense slopes of dense river network; seismological activity 

connected with 6 local earthquakes zones; active deforestation of slopes during last decades of XX 

century (from 60% to 25% and less); increasing of the global climate changes factors influence (heating, 

increasing of precipitations, flooding etc.). New and additional factor of landslide activation within 

Zakarpatsky region is increasing of seismic movements after anomaly rainfalls and flooding. Connection 

between anomaly rainfalls, flooding and earth-quakes has been identified during the last decades (Table 

1). The intense of earthquakes is 5-6 balls but their frequency is growing and time intervals between 

cycles of intensification being shorten. 

 

Table 1. Time distribution of the earthquakes (I≥5balls) and anomalyfloodings within Zakarpatsky region 

(1882-2004y.y.) 
Anomalyfloodings 

(1882-1941 y.y.) 

1882 1887 1902 1912 1925 1941 1947 1970 1978 1980 1998 2001 

Time interval between 

floodingstfl,years 

0 5 15 10 13 16 6 23 8 2 18 3 

Earthquakes,years  

(І≥5 balls) 

1738 1802 1829 1838 1908 1912 1934 1940 1977 1986 1990  

Time interval between 

earthquakes tqu, years 

0 64 27 9 70 4 22 6 37 9 4  

 

The issues of assessment of slopes stability and landslides originating in complex soil conditions have been 

described in numerous works of foreign researchers: Terzaghi (1951), Wu W (2011) and many others. 

Among national researchers the following scientists should be mentioned: Ginzburg L. (1979), Ivanik O. 

(2011, 2015, 2017), Kaliukh I. (2018), Kosheleva (2015), Slyusarenko (2015), Trofymchuk O.M. 

(2017),Vlasyuk(2015)and others. The case study from practice in Chernivtsi will be described below: 

forming of slip surface in Neogene clay landslides. 

 

Method and/or Theory 

 

Three main schemes and corresponding models of sliding process development mechanisms ("slip", 

"flow", "cut") can be distinguished within the territory of the Chernivtsi region Polevetskyy (2009). 

1. The slip slides are formed in inclined stratified multi-layered rock mass of Pre-Carpathian foredeep. 

Soil displacement occurs on the layers surfaces or on the cracks that cut the slope solid mass. The 

landslide process mechanism can be defined as the slip of large blocks or disperse rocks masses of 

various composition due to "instantaneous" loss in strength (fragile destruction) or the development of 

creep process causing landslide. The volume of rocks displaced is from 3-10 million m3 to 0.1-0.2 million 

m3. The movement speed varies widely and ranges from several meters to dozens of meters per day. 

2. The cut slides are formed on slopes close to the horizontal occurrence of rocks. They are characterized 

by long (up to 60-70 years) primary periods with rather slow drift velocities and a very fast active stage 

with high drift velocities m / day. The displacement rocks volumes reach ten million cubic metres. The 

“Earth slides” refer to deep-mass masses displacing more than 20 m in thickness. Due to the mechanism, 
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landslide manifestations develop as a result of the creep process (visco-plastic flow or fragile fracture, 

which is traditional for over consolidated soils) in the clay bed, mainly from Neogene age clay. 

Deformations of the clay layer lead to the gradual subsidence of the overlapping layer, with the formation 

of cracks in it, on which separation begins from the root slope of a massive block of rocks. 

3.The flow slides – are the most common in deluvial sedimentary cover. According to mechanism, this 

type of displacement is manifested in the form of viscous plastic deformation. 

Let us consider the engineering-geological section of the slope composed of clay of the Neogene age 

typical for Chernivtsi region (Fig. 1-2). The capacities of the engineering geological are not indicated 

intentionally. 

 

After catastrophic activation of a cut slide 

on the slope it transforms into balanced 

state and again starts the cycle of landslide 

manifestations development. 

 

Figure 1. Engineering and geological 

slope section: a- slip curve № 1; b – slip 

curve № 2;1 - surface soil; 2 – deluvium; 3 

– Neogene clay; 4 –building construction. 

Figure 2. Mechanism of cut slide slip surface development: 1-site 

without developed slip surface; 2 -direction of slip surface formation; 

3 -site with slip surface; 4-relief.  

 

Fig. 1 shows three engineering and geological elements: 1 – fill-up ground, 2 - diluvium, 3 - clay of the 

Neogene age. The slip curve № 1 is typical for the "flow" and "slip" displacements, curve № 2 - for cut 

slices.Let us retrace the development of the cycle (70-80 years) of Chernivtsi slope landslide manifestations: 

At first the flow slides are developed that could be directly connected with stormy rainfall regime and 

roughness of relief; Then slip slides are developed in deluvialovermoistened sedimentary cover. According 

to Demchyshyn (1998) “flow” and “slip” manifestations are developed simultaneously. Tensions 

influencing formation of slide surface in Neogene clay through existing surfaces of weakness are gradually 

accumulated;Cut slide are catastrophically as a rule. Accordingly, the physical-mechanical characteristics of 

the slopes soil are decreased and the value of the landslide pressure is increased in the course of the cycle 

development. Slope engineering protection is carried out at one of the stages of this sequence, which 

accordingly in-creases the period of the cycle of landslides development. It should be noted that the existing 

methods of engineering geological surveys cannot at this time clearly determine whether the slide surface 

was completely formed for cut slides, or to fix their manifestations. Since the slopes of the area, as a rule, 

are already complicated by flow or slip slides. 

Let us calculate the stability of the slope in the city of Chernivtsi, composed predominantly of Neogene 

age clay (Fig. 3).Since there are landslide manifestations on the given slope, it is landslide hazardous. As 

it has been shown by the results of numerous laboratory researches, the adhesion bond is 6-9 kPa for 

Neogene age clay. According to the condition that on the slope (fig. 2) there is a fully formed slide 

surface, let us calculate stability taking into account adhesion bond only (=5, с=6kPа). We get 

Kst=0,5731. That is, in fact, this natural slope with such a coefficient of stability should be shifted, but it is 

not ("cut" slides have not been fixed since 1963). Let us perform mathematical modelling of the upward 

slope “cut” slide surface formation mechanism with the maximum level of groundwater and seismic 
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manifestations (tables 2). 
м

м

 
Figure 3. Landslide slope cross section: 

loam: specific weight 19,0 кН/м3; angle of internal friction=7; specific cohesion с=14кПа; 

       / (       )  Neogene clay: specific weight 19,9 кН/м3; angle of internal friction =7 (5); specific 

cohesion с=40 (25)кПа (the values for the deformed soil are given in brackets). 
 

The above calculations are performed using the Bishop and Spencer methods. On the sites with no slide 

surface formed we will assume the value of stress-related characteristics of the undisturbed ground, and 

on the sites with formed slide surface – as for the disturbed ground on slide surface.As it can be seen from 

Tables 3 and 4, the slope stability is lost when slide surface formed from 10 to 150 m (for the slope 

compression curve see Fig. 4). Therefore, it is very important for Chernivtsi city to identify areas of the 

slope plane, where the cut slide surface is already formed. 
 

т

м

 
Fig. 4 Slope compression curve 

 

Table 2. Modelling of Neogene age clay slope slide surface development 

Stability 

index 

No surface 120-150 m of 

slide surface 

100-150 m of 

slide surface 

60-150 m 

ofslide 

surface 

40-150 m 

ofslide 

surface 

10-150 m 

ofslide 

surface 

Kst 1,3169 1,2549 1,2103 1,0940 1,0116 0,9157 

 

Conclusions 

1. The main schemes and models of landslide processes in Chernivtsi region of Ukraine in the soils 

composed mainly of Neogene age clay have been identified. Mathematical modelling of the Neogene clay 

slope „cut“ slide slip surface formation mechanism has been performed. Stability index is changing from 

1.31 to 0.92 depending on the length of formed slip surface.    

2. In order to prevent „cut“ slopes manifestations it is very important to identify sites on the slope surface 

where there is formed slip surface and to take appropriate actions for their stabilization.   
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